Transport to the campsite
This document is to guide you to the correct meeting points for all transport to the Haarlem
Jamborette campsite. These points are chosen to ensure a quick and safe passage of all
participants and their luggage. Please follow the instructions carefully, because the devil is in
the detail ;-)
1. Arrival by road
All vehicles must go to the following address:
Burgemeester Michielsenweg
1165 MX Halfweg
GPS position 52.38.93 N 4.74.59 E
Route from Highway A9:

Please note that trucks and lorries heavier than 3.5 tons (3500 kilograms) may not cross the
train crossing (close to the Halfweg - Zwanenburg train station) on this route and must
approach the campsite via the Wethouder van Essenweg from the northeast as indicated in
the route below. Busses are allowed to cross.

Route from Highway A10/A5:

Once you have reached the street corner of the Wethouder van Essenweg and the
Burgemeester Michielsenweg our first Welcoming Party will guide you in the right direction.
Please follow their instructions and our road signs. Onwards there is only ‘one way’ to reach
the meeting point. At the end of the road there is a parking site, were you will be welcomed
by our second Welcoming Party.

From this point all participants will walk under our guidance to the campsite. Please ensure
that all participants of your group arrive at the same time. Your vehicles will be unloaded
and any luggage that cannot be carried by the participants will be transferred to our trailers.
Any of your trailers will be transported to the campsite by us as well. Fully packed vehicles
may be guided by our runners from here to the campsite. Vehicles and trailers that will stay
at the campsite will be parked in the long-term parking sites. You can only pick up your
vehicle at the end of the Haarlem Jamborette or in absolute emergency situations.

2. Arrival by train at the Halfweg - Zwanenburg train station
For all train information and arrival times, please check for instance the website ‘9292.nl’
(click English version).
Once you arrive at the Halfweg - Zwanenburg train station, it’s a 550 meter walk to the
campsite of the Haarlem Jamborette. Follow the route indicated below. It’s a small footpath.

This map (and any road signs) will guide you to the B-entrance of the campsite close to the
street corner of the Wethouder van Essenweg and the Burgemeester Michielsenweg, were
our Welcoming Party will make sure you are guided to the right place on the campsite.
When you have luggage too big to carry, which is not likely when you arrive by train, you can
make use of the whats-app assistance mentioned below.

4. Arrival by bicycle
Please report to our Welcoming Party at the the B-entrance of the campsite close to the
street corner of the Wethouder van Essenweg and the Burgemeester Michielsenweg who
will make sure you are guided to the right place on the campsite.
5. Route assistance via whats-app
For route-assistance, we have a whats-app service via +31618974441. If you’re lost, please
share your live location with us (in whats-app, press ‘+’, ‘location’, ‘share live location’). Then
we will guide you to our location.
6. For any other assistance
Please call the Haarlem Jamborette’s general telephone number +31852733400. The staff
member who answers the phone will refer you to the person who can assist you.

